Everyone has the power to shape the future.
Torokiki is our new way for ideas to form and grow, like a sprout that grows into
a sturdy tree, ideas nurtured by others have the ability to grow into a concept
which can really impact and improve our community. Problems are solved in
Torokiki by everyone working together submitting and generating ideas.

This document was created to help host an ideation session with groups. Each challenge on Torokiki runs for
six weeks. A challenge is a problem the community is facing that needs to be solved. There are two ways you can
participate, and you can either do one or both depending on what stage your selected challenge is at.

What you will need.

Creating an idea

Growing another idea

STEP ONE:
Have a host sign up to Torokiki.hunchbuzz.com

STEP ONE:
Have a host sign up to Torokiki.hunchbuzz.com

STEP TWO:
Pick a challenge which resonates with the group.

STEP TWO:
Pick a challenge which resonates with the group.

STEP THREE: Split into a few groups and
brainstorm an idea which may solve the problem.

STEP THREE:
Select a few ideas already in the portal.

STEP FOUR:
Have the groups vote and feedback on the ideas.

STEP FOUR: Challenge the group to improve
or enhance the idea. For example someone
has suggested a new park will help improve
community morale, the idea is then enhanced
by the group by adding a drinking fountain to
the park.

STEP FIVE: Select one (or as many as you like) to be
uploaded to Torokiki.
STEP SIX: Feedback to the group over time how the
idea evolved through comments from the community.
STEP SEVEN: At the end of the challenge timeframe,
feedback to the group what the end result was.
*This step helps the group know their idea was valued
and they contributed to the solution.

STEP FIVE: The host returns to the system
and provides comment on each idea on behalf
of the group.

